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 	         [image: Defendants address a lawsuit involving comments about a man on a Facebook group called “Are We Dating The Same Guy?” ]  
   California 
    Man who sued 10 women over Facebook talk of his dating behavior has legal setback  
 
Stewart Lucas Murrey sued 10 women after they talked about him in the private Facebook group “Are we dating the same guy?,” warning others about his bad behavior.




	         [image: CLAREMONT, CA - APRIL 06: Muslim students and faculty staff offer Maghreb, evening prayers, after having a specially prepared halal meal for Muslim students fasting in the month of Ramadan, at Harvey Mudd College on Thursday, April 6, 2023 in Claremont, CA. (Irfan Khan / Los Angeles Times)]  
   California 
    Ramadan is ending this week. How communities decide when to celebrate  
 
How Muslim communities in Los Angeles County observe the lunar calendar marks the end of Ramadan and the beginning of celebrating the holiday, Eid al-Fitr.
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   California 
    L.A. to pay $9.5 million to settle lawsuit over ‘dangerously designed’ intersection  
 
The driver didn’t notice the temporary traffic light “until the last second,” said attorney David Rudorfer, adding that the placement of the temporary light made it difficult to see.




	         [image: USC defensive lineman Bear Alexander blocks a pass by Stanford quarterback Justin Lamson ]  
   USC Sports 
    USC defensive tackle Bear Alexander enters transfer portal, hurting Trojans’ defense  
 
USC defensive tackle Bear Alexander, who played a key role for the Trojans’ rebuilding defense, has entered the transfer portal.




	         [image: LOS ANGELES, CA- MARCH 11: Misspellings have been pointed out on Kobe Bryant's statue at Crypto.com Arena. The mistakes are Jose Calderon as Jose "Calderson;" Von Wafer as "Vom" Wafer and Coach's Decision as Coach's "Decicion." Photographed in Los Angeles, CA on Monday, March 11, 2024. (Myung J. Chun / Los Angeles Times)]  
   California 
    Pleasing English teachers everywhere, pesky typos on Kobe Bryant statue are now fixed  
 
Beneath the 19-foot likeness of Bryant pointing triumphantly to heaven, two other players’ names were misspelled as well as the word “decision.”
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   Television 
    Todd Chrisley is ordered to pay Georgia investigator $755,000 in defamation lawsuit loss  
 
A federal jury found that reality TV star and prison inmate Todd Chrisley defamed a Georgia Department of Revenue investigator. 




	         [image: PHOENIX, AZ - AUGUST 1, 2022: On an early August morning, women are lined up outside Camelback Family Planning to try and get an appointment at the only surgical abortion clinic left in the entire state of Arizona on August 1, 2022 in Phoenix, Arizona.(Gina Ferazzi / Los Angeles Times)]  
   Politics 
    Arizona’s ban on abortion sets up the swing state for an election 2024 showdown  
 
The Arizona Supreme Court’s ruling Tuesday made abortions illegal, except when a mother’s life is at risk. Attention quickly turned to the 2024 election.




	         [image: NEW YORK, NY - SEPTEMBER 29: Co-Presidents of N.S. Bienstock, Richard Leibner and Carole Cooper attend Variety's New York: Entertainment Elite at Gramercy Park Hotel on September 29, 2014 in New York City. (Photo by Astrid Stawiarz/Getty Images)]  
   Company Town 
    Richard Leibner, pioneering agent of TV news stars, dies at 85  
 
Leibner negotiated for many of the biggest (and richest) names in network news over a 58-year career, including Diane Sawyer, Dan Rather and Mike Wallace.




	         [image: People walk past the New York Stock Exchange Tuesday, April 9, 2024 in New York.European equities have dipped in early trading while Asian stocks closed mostly higher, with investors mainly focusing on a U.S. inflation report and what it means for interest rate cuts by the Federal Reserve. (AP Photo/Peter Morgan)]  
   Business 
    Wall Street barely budges as it braces for Wednesday’s inflation report  
 
U.S. stock indexes held at a near-standstill again, as traders made their final moves ahead of some potentially market-moving reports.




	         [image: Navy Midshipmen defensive end Jacob Busic runs forward during a NCAA game against Tulsa ]  
   UCLA Sports 
    Help wanted sign goes up at edge rusher for UCLA after Choe Bryant-Strother leaves  
 
UCLA is using a mix of players on the roster and potential newcomers the Bruins find in the transfer portal to help bolster its edge rushers.
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